Held on June 25, 2020, this webinar discussed pedagogical strategies toward LGBTQ2S+ inclusion in online learning environments.

WATCH THE RECORDED WEBINAR HERE!
Fostering LGBTQ2S+ Inclusion in Online Learning

This resource presents scholarly articles and grey literature addressing topics related to LGBTQ2S+ inclusion on campuses and in online learning. It is not an exhaustive list. Sources are grouped by primary topic area with some crossover between topics. Some sources were cited by presenters from the June 25, 2020, webinar entitled, “Fostering LGBTQ2S+ Inclusion in Online Learning.” Other sources were suggested by the webinar organizers or presenters, or identified by Eric Van Giessen, Research Staff for the Thriving on Campus study.

Caring Classrooms


Linley, J. L., Nguyen, D., Brazelton, G. B., Becker, B., Renn, K., & Woodford, M. (2016). Faculty as sources of support for LGBTQ College students. *College Teaching*, 64(2), 55–63. [https://doi.org/10.1080/87567555.2015.1078275](https://doi.org/10.1080/87567555.2015.1078275)


**Deconstructing Allyship**


**Learning Partnerships Model**


**LGBTQ2S+ Campus Climate**


LGBTQ2S+ Inclusive Campuses & Classrooms


LGBTQ2S+ Student Experiences


Microaggressions


Niemann, Y.F. (2017). Microaggressions in the classroom. [Youtube video]. Retrieved from: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZahtlxW2C1Q](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZahtlxW2C1Q). Accompanying powerpoint: [https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1y-ScAwQ3WA0Xay4zw098bFfleUMx-5smOESPv60Ezo/pub?start=true&loop=false&delayms=5000&slide=id.p4](https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1y-ScAwQ3WA0Xay4zw098bFfleUMx-5smOESPv60Ezo/pub?start=true&loop=false&delayms=5000&slide=id.p4)
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**Online & Remote Learning**
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